An old and wise person and a young but curious person are outside a movie theater where they have just seen the movie “Star Wars”. Now they stand looking at the movie poster on the wall outside the theater.

(1) The young person and old person stand looking at the movie poster.

(2) continued...

(3) Young Person: “That was a great movie...”

(4) Young Person (continued): “but I do not understand one thing.”

(5) Old Person: “What’s that?”

(6) Young Person: “How can anyone be seduced by the Dark Side?”

(7) The old person thinks for a while. Old Person: “Hum!”
Old Person: “What computer do you have at home?”

Young Person (eagerly): “A Macintosh!”

Old Person: “But what computer does your father use at work?”

The young person thinks for a moment. Young Person: “Humm!”

Young Person (amazed and excited): “Seduced by the Dark Side!”

The old person smiles. Old Person: “Ahh!”

The old person and the young person start to walk toward home.

The old person and the young person walk toward home together.